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sensemaking - sage publications - making of sense” (weick, 1995, p. 4). it is the process of “structuring the
unknown” (waterman, 1990, p. 41) by “placing stimuli into some kind of framework” that enables us “to
comprehend, understand, explain, attribute, extrapolate, and predict” (starbuck & milliken, 1988, p. 51).
sensemaking is sensemaking in organizations - semantic scholar - the term “sense making” in his
introduction of ethnomethodology as a way of studying the everyday practices of actors as they interact and
interpret and account for their experience of reality. polanyi (1967) also used related terms of “sensegiving”
and “sense-reading” to describe how people endow making sense of ‘intentional teaching’ - starsbasic education and making sense of ‘intentional teaching’ are complementary resources to support educators to
further engage with the early years learning framework. the concepts of assessment and intentional teaching
can be challenging to understand making sense of puberty - advocatesforyouth - making sense of
puberty a lesson plan from rights, respect, responsibility: a k-12 curriculum fostering respect and responsibility
through age-appropriate sexuality education. advance preparation for lesson: take three sheets of newsprint
paper. on the top of the first write, “physical,” on the top of the second write, making sense: teaching and
learning mathematics with ... - making sense provides a framework for teachers to reflect on their own
practice and consider or reconsider what it means to teach for understanding. purpose: this book provides
guidance to think about designing classrooms where mathematical understanding is at the heart of
instructional practices. it is intended to help lesson plan - making sense - national library of medicine lesson plan: making sense of mental health past & present team members research topic date/class period
mental health awareness this is a team project where team members research a speciic mental health
disorder, gather reliable health information and resources, and present research indings to the rest of the
class. making sense of culture - harvard university - or makes sense of themselves and their world,
regardless of its objective validity. the student of culture here reports, to the best of her ability, her
interpretation of these subjective and intersubjective meanings or understand-ings and does not assume that
any reality exists independent of such understandings. this is the verstehen approach ... making sense of
unusual results - edc - making sense of unusual results student dialogue suggested use the dialogue shows
one way that students might engage in the mathematical practices as they work on the mathematics task from
this illustration. read the student dialogue and identify the ideas, strategies, and questions that the students
pursue as they work on the task. making sense of the us hypertension guideline in 2018 - making sense
of the us hypertension guideline in 2018 disclosure information: dr. elliott has received research funding,
honoraria, and/or travel expenses from essentially everypharmaceutical company that makes, markets, or
distributes antihypertensive drugs in the united states. a former full-time employee of rush making sense
out of food labels - osumc - wexnermedical.osu making sense out of food labels 3 talk to your doctor or
health care team if you have any uestions about your care. for more health information go to
patienteducation.osumc or contact the library for ealth information at 6142933707 or healthinfoosu. making
sense of ai - sas - making sense of ai toc 16. follow us: kimberly nevala is the director of business strategies
for sas best practices. she is responsible for market analysis, industry education, emerging best practices and
strategies in the areas of advanced analytics, information governance and making sense of decoding and
spelling - the making sense of decoding and spelling: an adult reading course of study were prepared for
dissemination under national institute for literacy contract no. ed-nil-09-c-0058 with the university of delaware.
the development and evaluation of this course of study was supported by a grant sense-making in theory
and practice: a metatheoretical ... - sense-making‘s greek roots, i examine sense-making‘s philosophical
undercurrents found in hegel’s phenomenology of spirit (1807), where he also returns to the simplicity of the
greeks for his concept of sense. with chapter two i explore sense-making methodology and find, in light of the
greek making sense of medicare - usg - sense of original medicare — and individual medicare plans that
can help complete your health care coverage needs. whether you rely on our secure, user-friendly website, or
prefer speaking with one of our licensed benefits advisors, we’ll help you understand your options so you can
make the right decision for your health. making sense of decoding and spelling: an adult reading ... making sense of decoding and spelling: an adult reading course of study is an evidence-based course of study
designed to teach adult learners to decode and spell words more accurately and fluently. it is designed to be
used as one component of a comprehensive adult reading course. the target population for the course is abe
making sense: education for children and young people with ... - making sense: education for children
and young people with dyslexia in scotland ... we are making sense of education for every child and young
person with additional ... this education scotland report is the outcome of an independent review of education
for children and young people who have dyslexia which has been carried out on behalf of the ... making
sense of new inhalers for asthma and copd - making sense of new inhalers for copd and asthma eloise
harman md malcom randall vamc . inhaled drugs for copd/asthma •beta agonists •anticholinergics (antimuscarinic) •corticosteroids . short acting beta agonists(rescue) •albuterol (proventil, ventolin) •levalbuterol
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(xopenex) making sense of the senses - freespirit - making sense of the senses this chart shows seven
senses that can play a role in how you feel: sense where it comes through what happens sight eyes light may
be too bright and disturbing. or you might have difficulty “tracking” moving objects with your eyes. hearing
ears loud noises may be painful, or you may not be able to tune out ... making sense of ckd - niddkh making sense of ckd a concise guide for managing chronic kidney disease in the primary care setting july 2014
national kidney disease education program making sense of slope - math.buffalostate - making sense of
slope ann r. crawford and william e. scott irst-year algebra has shifted from a course that focused primarily on
formal procedures for simpli-fying symbolic expressions and solving equations to a course that emphasizes
applications in which stu-dents encounter a wide variety of situations struc-tured by patterns. making sense
of managed care regulation in california - making sense of managed care regulation in california 5
introduction 1. the knox-keene health care service plan act of 1975, the current statutory framework under
which hmos and most managed care plans operate in california, is very directly the result of the history and
the times during which it has making sense of your environmental monitoring data - making sense of
your environmental monitoring data presented by dawn mciver microworks, inc. objectives •environmental
monitoring basics •importance of tracking and trending em data •techniques for tracking data •what is a
trend? •techniques for trending making sense of your world: a biblical worldview - cedarville university
digitalcommons@cedarville faculty books 4-12-2008 making sense of your world: a biblical worldview william
e. brown cedarville university making sense of cronbach’s alpha - ijme - making sense of cronbach’s alpha
mohsen tavakol, reg dennick international journal of medical education correspondence: mohsen tavakol email: mohsen.tavakol@ijme medical educators attempt to create reliable and valid tests and questionnaires in
order to enhance the accuracy of their assessment and evaluations. validity and reliability making sense of
digital transformation - esri - sense of all the math involved in an investment decision. internally, with gis,
collaboration across the organization has turned a corner into a new dimension. store managers, retail line
distributors, merchandise organizers, consultants, and logistics distributors can all work from the same page.
they feel empowered by a user-friendly making sense of big data - ibm - making sense of big data: a day in
the life of an enterprise architect introduction the life of an enterprise architect is becoming busy and difficult.
before the era of big data, the enterprise architect “only” had to worry about the data and systems within their
own data center. however, over the past decade there were revolutionary changes making sense out of
sensory processing disorder - making sense out of sensory processing disorder kay kopp, otr/l tanyia
schier, ms,otr/l making sense of your genes - genetic alliance - a guide to genetic counseling. 1. making
sense of your genes. a guide to genetic counseling placing blame: making sense of beslan - ibslorado placing blame: making sense of beslan gearo´id o´ tuathail school of public & international affairs, virginia
tech, alexandria, va 22314, usa keywords: terrorism russia north ossetia geopolitics indiscriminate geographies
violence abstract the aftermaths of terrorist spectacles are intensely consequential moments in the making of
geopolitical ... making sense of nonce sense - stanford university - making sense of nonce sense herbert
h. clark stanford university, u.s.a. a 'parser' is a device, either human or mechanical, that is designed to
analyse a person's utterances as a part of deciding what that person meant. most mechanical parsers do this
by breaking down, or 'parsing', each utterance into making sense: can makerspaces work in academic
libraries? - making sense: can makerspaces work in academic libraries? john burke introduction makerspaces
are a growing service area for many libraries in school, public, and academic settings. participants, or makers,
can create digital and physi-cal items in common working spaces using shared equipment and resources. the
essential makerspace making sense of the legendre transform - making sense of the legendre transform
r. k. p. zia department of physics, virginia polytechnic institute and state university, blacksburg, virginia 24061
edward f. redish department of physics, university of maryland, college park, maryland 20742 susan r. mckay
department of physics and astronomy, university of maine, orono, maine 04469 making sense of radiation
safety - nuclear safety and security - making sense of radiation safety why do nuclear reactors contain
large amounts of radioactive material? note: 15pbq stands for peta-becquerel (i.e. 10 bq). the becquerel is the
unit of activity of a radionuclide; one becquerel corresponds to one disintegration per second [1,2]. making
sense of the numbers of genesis - asa3 - making sense of the numbers of genesis carol a. hill among the
greatest stumbling blocks to faith in the bible are the incredibly long ages of the patriarchs and the
chronologies of genesis 5 and 11 that seem to place the age of the making sense of advertisements historymattersu - “making sense of advertisements,” daniel pope, page 3 places most likely to attract buyer
attention. workers in the developing advertising industry sought legitimacy and public approval, attempting to
disassociate themselves making sense of a quadratic function - imps - making sense of a quadratic
function mathematics task suggested use this mathematics task is intended to encourage the use of
mathematical practices. keep track of ideas, strategies, and questions that you pursue as you work on the
task. also reflect on the mathematical practices you used when working on this task. making sense of
methods and measurement: levels of ... - departments making sense of methods and measurement:
levels of measurement for quantitative research susan prion, edd, rn, cnea,*, katie anne adamson, phd, rnb
aschool of nursing and health professions, university of san francisco, san francisco, ca 94117-1080, usa
buniversity of washington tacoma, tacoma, wa 98402, usa the purpose of research is to answer questions.
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special report - ncjrs - making sense of dna backlogs, 2010 — myths vs. reality by mark nelson dna backlog
reduction issues are a function of supply and demand. 2 special report / feb. 2011 because dna samples taken
from con-victed offenders and arrestees are always collected on a standard, consistent medium (usually a
paper product), they are making sense of incentives and sanctions in working with ... - making sense of
incentives and sanctions in working with the substance abusing offender page 2 ing offenders. additional
research would be beneficial, particularly in institutional settings where imple-menting incentives and
sanctions requires collaboration among the multiple people who are in a posi-tion to administer them at
different times. making sense of sentencing: state systems and policies - policies. sentencing. making
sense of statistics - sense about science - sense about science (senseaboutscience) is a uk charity that
equips people to make sense of science and evidence. straight statistics (straightstatistics) is a campaign to
improve the understanding and use of statistics by government, politicians, no. 112 march 2017 - support
for the soldier - making sense of russian hybrid warfare: a brief assessment of the russo–ukrainian war
introduction russian aggression in the 21st century has pushed warfare into unfamiliar territory. each of
russia’s major conflicts in that time—most notable the second chechen war (1999–2009), making sense - 1 university press. timothy d. wilson - making sense is an important way in which this is accomplished.
second, the need to make sense of novel events may have other benefits, and emotional evanescence is a
byproduct of this useful tendency to turn novel events into ones that seem predictable. the advantages of
affective stability making sense of word problems - university of nebraska - making sense 1 our school
is located in a rural setting, and the building that we are in is six years old. most of the people in our
community come from homes where both parents work in blue-collar making sense of the inscrutable:
acdutra/inacdutra ... - 1 | prepared by nate kroes and brianne ogilvie • spring 2012 making sense of the
inscrutable: acdutra/inacdutra, national guard and reserve service . case development . definitions • veteran –
a person who served in the active military, naval, or air service, and who was making sense of your
compensation package at ups - making sense of your compensation package at ups financial strategy
insights for executives note: this article represents the views and opinions of brightworth and has not been
making sense of heidegger: a paradigm shift - making sense of heidegger: a paradigm shift, thomas
sheehan after the greeks, laurence paul hemming (forthcoming) heidegger and the environment, casey
rentmeester (forthcoming) making sense of heidegger a paradigm shift thomas sheehan london • new york.
published by rowman & littlefield international ltd. sec-nasaa investor bulletin making sense of financial
... - making sense of financial professional titles. the securities and exchange commission’s (sec) office of
investor education and advocacy and the north american securities administrators association (nasaa) are
jointly issuing this investor bulletin to help investors better understand the titles used by financial
professionals. the requirements for making sense of medicaid - bazelon center for mental ... - making
sense of medicaid for children with serious emotional disturbance a review of how states provide access to the
most effective community-based services for children on medicaid who need mental health care.
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